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What content is attractive for 
digital subscribers, and how 
to make it?
Five years of learning: How analysis has helped Amedia 
strengthen journalism

Jostein Larsen Østring 
Vice President, Editorial Development
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Amedia: 
Norway’s 

largest local 
media 

company – 
72 

traditional 
newspapers 

and one 
online 

national
2



 A given share of 
editorial stories – and 
a number of defined 

categories – 
are subscriber-only

Today +60%
of all articles

subscriber-only

2014: The «plus» 
model
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April 7th, 2016: Editors in the 30 largest newsrooms were presented 
with our new editorial strategy
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My colleagues in Editorial Development are working with the 
newsroom to help them reach their audience

● The department’s main task is to 
support the newsrooms to improve 
their editorial content and attract new 
audience

● The department has expertise in 
editorial management, data 
journalism, video, data analysis 
and qualitative analysis

● 9 or 11 employees in the department 
have a journalistic background and 
have worked in local media 
themselves
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It has paid off

subscriptions

subscriptions



And it has been recognized
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Growth comes in digital, compensating for print declining

Side 8

Official subscriber numbers
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Print is not harmed by digital growth

Full prize-paying customers, print, per end of year

Implementation of 
digital first strategy
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Meet my former colleagues in Nordlys!

Regional daily with 22,400 subscribers.
34 journalists and editors. 
Based in Tromsø, on 69 degrees north (same 
level as northern Alaska)
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Nordlys: From 16,500 to 21,500 subscribers in two years
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Digital became the largest product in February, 2018



How?
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Editorial analysis: What we produced most of, turned out to be the least read



● Data: 11.385 

articles from 23 
newsrooms in 
November 2017

● The newsrooms 

were 
representative 
for Amedia in 
total by both 
size of the 
newsroom and 
geography
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Folkeliv

Two years 
later, we 
re-ran 
analysis:



Average numbers rarely tell the true story
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Average
Median

Politics
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Large variation also in content categories: “Everyday crime” is more interesting than 
drugs
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To answer why, we had to dig deeper
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What do we see? Politics:
Write more:

● Revelations – the stories politicians and administrators 
don’t want you to read

● Stories that explain how politics have direct 
consequences in people’s lives

● Stories where we get to meet those affected by the 
policies

Avoid:
● Politicians that want to spread a message/campaigning

● Archive photos
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Visible, concrete consequence

How many are directly affected?
How many can identify with those affected?

New toll stations can cost you 
almost 200 dollars a year

For Mette and Øyvind, 
the dream home has 
become a nightmare

This is where the niche shop the whole 
city has been waiting for is opening

Lena is on stage when a 
classical children's book 
becomes theater
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How to make an important story well read

Visible, 
concrete 

consequence
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How many are directly affected?
How many can identify with those affected?

Municipality 
heading towards 

deficit in 2018

Municipality 
heading towards 

deficit in 2018. May 
close school

May close school. 
Children may face 
70 kilometre bus 
ride every day
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2016-2018: Doubled readership in politics, higher readership in all categories
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Average readership pr. story, 2016 vs. 2018

Improvement 2018
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«The culture problem» – 50% of stories are hardly read

50% av the stories are read 
by less than 4% of 
potential readers (primarily 
pre-event and launch 
stories)

Average (4,8%) 
is here
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Write more about
› Critical journalism that fills traditional news 

criteria

› Strong and surprising stories about 
personalities in the culture field

› Successes and failures

› Arrangements as they happen: Image 
galleries documenting people attending

› Running coverage of arrangements that are of 
clear interest to the community

Write less about
› Pre-event and launch stories

› Coverage of arrangements targeting a 
niche segment of your audience

› Stories merely summing up what 
happened, how many attended and what 
happened on stage

Other success criteria
› Fresh images of people

› Good photo journalism documenting 
special situations from culture 
arrangements

› Reviews: 
› Strong headlines
› Strong opinions: A solid reviewer are 

bold in both ends of the scale
› Relevance: The bigger the 

arrangement, the more interested 
readers

Recommendations for covering culture
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What definitively works
› Real estate and urban development: 

Sales, new residential areas, conflicts 
and consumer issues (taxes, etc.)

› Local businesses: New players, 
successes and failures

› Labor market: Labor rights and 
working conditions, success stories, 
interesting career choices

› Culture: Critical journalism that fills 
traditional news criteria

Remember!
› Fresh photos!

› Find the consequences for the 
reader and explain it

› Sports and culture: Look for the 
good story behind the book, 
performance or the sports 
achievements

Avoid
› Writing stories because you 

needed to fill the newspaper

› Using archive photos because 
it’s easier for you

› Stories written mainly for the 
sources, not the readers

› Clickbaits and viral stories

A few more lessons



Digging deeper: Geography counts
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https://www.rb.no/5-43-595045 The readers from Fjellhamar had an average reading time on 142 
seconds, while others read between 50-90 seconds

https://www.rb.no/5-43-595045


Some newsrooms follow their different geographies closely

On Sunday the 10th of March, 93 percent of Østlendingens readers in Trysil/Engerdal found interesting journalism, while only 84 percent in 
Nord-Østerdal. List of articles shows few stories with a strong appeal to readers in Nord-Østerdal
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How to get the good 
results?
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First: The more you read, the less chance of churn

30

Reads plus-stories less than every 
other day: 7-12% churn

Reads plus-stories more often than 
every day: 5-6% churn

Reads every 
day: 3-4% 

churn
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The most important number: How many subscribers found 
something interesting to read today?
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Bergensavisen on the 12th 
of March, 2019:
● 2498 subscribers under 35 years of 

age
● 2735 subscribers over 65 years of 

age

● 1302 subscribers from Bergenhus 
(city center)

● 1621 subscribers from Åsane 
(suburbs)

● 65%(!) of logged-in subscribers were 
men
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We succeed when we 
publish many stories that 

appeals to different 
readers
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Sports, parents perspective
Crime
Accident

Urban development
Weather

Sports/crime
Local businesses

Food security

Real estate

Public transport

Elite sports

Real estate

20 stories 
read by 
more than 
1000 
readers
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The opposite end of 
the spectrum: We fail 

when we have too 
little to offer
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March 9th: 12 
stories read by 
more than 1000 
readers
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Readerships follows the number of well-read stories a 
newsroom writes every day

● Bergensavisen 
started the year 
publishing about 10 
well read articles a 
day and ~8.000 plus 
readers

● In the end of year, BA 
wrote on average 14 
well read articles pr. 
day reaching an 
average of 11.000 
plus readers a day
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When more subscribers find something to read, the number of digital 
subscribers tend to rise

● A rise in plus 
readership means 
that new 
subscribers 
establish a reading 
routine and 
becomes loyal

● Sales are 
practically worth 
nothing without an 
increase in 
readership

417 sales a week,
Slow rise of readership,
slow rise of subscribers
~8-9% churn

445 sales a week,
Quick rise of readership,
quick rise of subscribers
~6-7% churn



The more well-read stories you 
write, the more readers you get.

The more readers you get, the 
more subscribers you get.



Every story counts. 
Never write a story unless 

you think it will be read



How to prevent writing 
stories that nobody reads?



The need to “fill pages” and sources’ demands/anticipation of 
coverage turned out to be important criteria for our newsrooms
We were producing a large number 
of stories that were hardly read

Our tests showed several reasons why 
de-prioritization was challenging

› Specific sections in the print newspaper, 
geographic or topical, creates a push to 
“fill the newspaper” – and to produce 
stories without strong reader interest

› Even though stories turned out to be less 
interesting than first expected, they were 
written because they were planned for in 
the print edition

› Local anticipation of launch event 
coverage – especially in sports, culture 
and politics
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““The biggest change
 in the last year: 

Nobody in 
management 

talks about the 
printed paper 

anymore”
Rene Svendsen,

Editor-in-chief,
Fredriksstad Blad



Go digital first for real. 
Make journalism like print 

didn’t exist
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What to do 
first? The
hierarchy of 
editorial
needs

Organization, leadership and culture
is crucial to succeed with everything else

Write enough well read stories every day
means more than anything else to keep and recruit subscribers

Be first on the breaking news
er cruical to make subscribers and non-subscribers to 

revisit

Video
great willingness to pay on certain video content, 

and a natural part of journalism 

Hit the right target groups
to recruit young subscribers and subscribers 

in the most important geographies

New formats
such as podcasts, Instagram, etc.



How we engage the newspaper network: 
Editorial coaching in practice

Stine Holberg Dahl, Editorial Developer
Oslo, 18.03.19
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Who? 
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Editorial developers in Amedia

● 10-15 newspapers each
● Each of us have been assigned newspapers that fit our individual strengths and 

personalities
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Fredrik Janne Erling Ivar Mathias Stine
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“My” newspapers
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What? 
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What is an editorial developer in Amedia?

Two main goals 
● Ensure growth in subscribers
● Ensure growth in consumption

One editorial universal goal
● «Plus readership». Tends to correlate with business development of the 

newspaper

The six of us us are working in common framework but we are given 
substantial slack in how we approach the day to day operations
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How? 
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Not decision-makers, but advisors

› Editorial recommendations. Data driven = a super power

› Organizational recommendations, including leadership and culture. 
Experience based, but we are trying to use the newspapers´ own 
experiences

› We work to empower the editor-in-chief. The editor is the key to engage 
the entire newsroom
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Case: Newspaper <redacted> 
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Local daily founded in xx, based 
in xx, southeastern Norway

5,856 subscribers 
8 journalists and editors

October 2017:

● Reducing frequency – 
needs a digitally active 
subscriber base

● Only 1 in 5 subscribers read 
an online article daily
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Readers´ feedback measured by readership week 4 & 5
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After four months of hard work … nothing happened
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1500 1499
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Then, suddenly it turned
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1499

2979

Worked on the organizational 
part: They hired an 
experienced frontpage editor 
in 50 per cent position. She 
knew how to do it
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This looks like a success, but the past four months ... 
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2979 2513

The frontpage editor left for a 
larger newspaper (one of our 
own). 

But now the entire newsroom is 
engaged to fix the problem. We 
have a plan. 
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The whole picture: Plus readership from 2017- today
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Five steps to  
success 
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1. Trust 
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● Trust in A) Amedia´s overall strategy B) Me
● The first move and meet is very important. We are always prepared for pushback. Sometimes we have to 

“win them over”, other times (often more and more so) they say: We´ve heard many nice things about you. 
Welcome!

● Trust is a two-way street and must be consistently earned
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Visiting Drammens Tidende, workshop november 2018  

Local daily founded in 1832, 
based in Drammen, just 
southwest of Oslo, Norway

25.733 subscribers 
32 journalists and editors
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2. Presence
(in good and bad times)
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● Presence in the newsroom
● Continuously following up, by phone, sms, chat, meetings and larger gatherings in the organization
● I´m a crossover between a pain in the ass and a cheerleader
● Celebrate small and big victories locally
● They are celebrated on Facebook Workplace by us every day
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3. Cooperation 
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● Our own department: Share knowledge, informal peer reviewing, we talk 
together a lot. If my colleague solves a case well, I can learn from her

● Amedia Headquarter: I have access to our own data analysts, the 
subscription department and HR

● Transorganizational: We succeed when we engage the network of 
newspapers. FB Workplace and physical gatherings are important tools
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4. Ownership of 
the strategy
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An example: The editor-in-chief must be the one leading the pack! One of the biggest newspapers: Every time they 
communicated big and/or difficult changes, they invited me. After a while the staff were referring to “The Amedia strategy” or 

“What Stine told us to”, rather then what “we as a newspaper” should do. 
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5. Be one step 
ahead

65

Both as a company and as a department. The bell curve applies in Amedia as well. Some newspapers are still at 
an early stage of the digital transformation, but we must ensure that also the high performers identify and take the 

next step. They need to be supported and challenged in order to grow. 



Amedia AS

Akersgata 34

Postboks 1168 Sentrum, NO-0107 Oslo

Telefon +47 22 00 90 00

www.amedia.no

Thank you!


